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Previous work involving comparative linkage mapping of EST-SSR markers derived from M. 
truncatula demonstrated macrosyntenic relationships between M. truncatula/M. sativa linkage 
groups 7, and the homeologous linkage groups C1 and C2 of T. repens (white clover).   
Comparative sequence analysis of 60 EST-SSR markers from T. repens, that were previously 
mapped to homoeologous group C, identified 9 markers with strong alignments to M. truncatula 
BACs that mapped to Medicago linkage group 7.   These results confirmed previous findings and 
suggest reasonably high levels of colinearity between T. repens homoeologous group C and 
Medicago linkage group 7.  One of these nine T. repens markers was also associated with a QTL 
strongly influencing inflorescence density, maturity, and seed yield in white clover.  Closer 
analysis of the M. truncatula BAC, to which this T. repens marker aligned, indicated that the 
BAC belonged to a larger M. truncatula contig.  This contig contained a cluster of 3 sequences 
with homology to the flowering time (FT)-like gene previously identified in Arabidopsis and 
other model species.  A T. repens SSR marker at the QTL LOD peak was located 51kb from the 
FT-like homologous sequences; indicating that they may be candidates for functional marker 
development targeting seed production/inflorescence density traits in white clovers.  A second 
flanking T. repens marker was also identified on this M. truncatula contig and was located 53kb 
from the candidate genes. These results demonstrate the value of Medicago genomic sequence 
data to provide insight into forage legume genetics, and as a candidate gene resource.  
Phenotyping, mapping and genome sequencing efforts in Trifolium and/or Medicago are likely to 
provide useful information for improving important traits in both genera. 
 


